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Suing ... Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt. Photo: Getty Images

Celebrity couple Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie have begun legal
action against a British tabloid that reported they were going to
split, a lawyer acting on their behalf confirmed on Monday.

Keith Schillings, of London-based Schillings lawyers, said in a
statement that the couple had begun legal proceedings
against the News of The World, a Sunday tabloid and Britain’s
highest selling newspaper.

He said the newspaper had made ‘‘false and intrusive
allegations’’ when it reported on January 24 that Pitt and Jolie
had agreed to separate, to divide assets worth 205 million
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pounds ($US320 million, $A367.69 million) and had made
arrangements regarding the custody of their six children.

Lawyers for the couple lodged a claim at London’s High Court
on Monday to begin a legal case against the newspaper,
Schillings said.

‘‘The News of the World has failed to meet our clients’
reasonable demands for a retraction of and apology for these
false and intrusive allegations which have now been widely
republished by mainstream news outlets. We have advised
them to bring proceedings which they have now done,’’
Schillings said.

He also said Sorrell Trope, a high profile divorce lawyer in Los
Angeles, had denied claims he had been in contact with the
couple, as had been reported.

‘‘I have had no contact from ... Angelina Jolie and/or Brad
Pitt,’’ Trope wrote, according to a letter sent to the couple’s
lawyers and partially quoted in Schillings’ statement.

‘‘I have never met ... your clients or had any involvement with
either of them. The forgoing is true with respect to all other
members of this firm.’’

Hayley Barlow, spokeswoman for the News of The World,
declined to comment on the couple’s decision to sue the
newspaper.

On Sunday, Pitt, 46, and Jolie, 34, attended the Super Bowl in
Miami with their eight-year-old son, Maddox.

They watched the game together from a private box at Sun
Life Stadium.

The couple have ties to New Orleans, the home city of the
Saints, who beat the Indianapolis Colts.

Pitt and Jolie bought a French Quarter mansion in 2007, the
same year Pitt founded the Make It Right organisation to build
houses for low-income residents who lost their homes during
Hurricane Katrina.
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Angelina Jolie to restyle herself like Princess Diana,
undercover journalist says
8 FEB  Angelina Jolie will restyle herself in the star-turned-stateswoman
mould of Carla Bruni after her impending breakup with Brad Pitt, an
undercover journalist says.
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1 comments so far

If I recall the Age quoted the News of the World story as gospel when it first
broke. Now its sister publication the SMH is reguritating another piece from
another London tabloid about Angelina Jolie 'styling herself of Princess Di'.
What's going on with Fairfax and the Age? It likes to think of itself as a
respectable, highbrow broadsheet but this stuff is more suited to Who Weekly.

The Age has seriously gone downhill - I used to put up with the leftwing
propaganda masquerading as general news as it was still better than the Hun,
but now I'm not so sure - even that has gone more shrill and tabloidish of late.

papachango - February 09, 2010, 12:18PM
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